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Moore’s 
Law 
Microchip 
processing 
capacity 
doubles every 
1-2 years

Five decades 
of exponential 
growth in 
computing 
power

Will Moore’s 
Law hold for a 
sixth decade? 

How has this growth 
translated to advances in 
forest ecosystem science?
• measurement
• monitoring
• modeling
• stewardship
• education/outreach
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A brief history of forest measurement tech
If you cannot measure it, 

you cannot improve it. 
Lord Kelvin

~230 BC: π = 3.14 (Archimedes)

1821: metal tape (Chesterman)

1868: circular case with 

locking mechanism (Fellows)

Not tech averse but …  

…”if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”



Allan et al. (2018). Ecosphere. 9.10.1002/ecs2.2163. 

A ‘techno-ecological’ timeline & ‘futurecast’…

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
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Abstract. Increasingly complex research questions and global challenges (e.g., climate change and biodi-

versity loss) are driving rapid development, re nement, and uses of technology in ecology. This trend is

spawning a distinct sub-discipline, here termed “ technoecology.” We highlight recent ground-breaking

and transformative technological advances for studying species and environments: bio-batteries, low-

power and long-range telemetry, the Internet of things, swarm theory, 3D printing, mapping molecular

movement, and low-power computers. These technologies have the potential to revolutionize ecology by

providing “ next-generation ” ecological data, particularly when integrated with each other, and in doing so

could be applied to address a diverse range of requirements (e.g., pest and wildlife management, inform-

ing environmental policy and decision making). Critical to technoecology ’s rate of advancement and

uptake by ecologists and environmental managers will be fostering increased interdisciplinary collabora-

tion. Ideally, such partnerships will span the conception, implementation, and enhancement phases of

ideas, bridging the university, public, and private sectors.

Key words: 3D printing; bioinformatics; ecology; environmental monitoring; information technology; interdisciplinary

science; Internet of things; long-range telemetry; smart environments; unmanned autonomous vehicles; wildlife

management.
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INTRODUCTION

Ecosystems are complex and dynamic, and the

relationships among their many components are

often dif cult to measure (Bolliger et al. 2005,

Ascough et al. 2008). Ecologists often rely on

technology to quantify ecological phenomena

(Keller et al. 2008). Technological advancements

have often been the catalyst for enhanced

understanding of ecosystem function and dynam-

ics (Fig. 1, Table 1), which in turn aids environ-

mental management. For example, the inception

of VHF telemetry to track animals in the 1960s

allowed ecologists to remotely monitor the physi-

ology, movement, resource selection, and demo-

graphics of wild animals for the rst time (Tester

et al. 1964). However, advancements in GPS and

satellite communications technology have largely
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Big questions…

Does new tech yield better data than what we already have? Or is it a distraction 
from basic knowledge gaps and (in)ability to engage broader audiences?  

How will new tech interface with existing protocols?  Are new frameworks 
needed?  Is progress worth the upheaval? How to avoid sunk cost fallacy? 

How do we parse reality from the sales pitch? Even if tech fully delivers, how 
practical, versatile and scale-able are its applications for different uses? 



By Jeremykemp at English Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=10547051

The
Gartner
Hype
Cycle



By Olga Tarkovskiy - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=27546041

The
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Cycle





Big questions…

Does new tech yield better data than what we already have? Or is it a distraction 
from basic knowledge gaps and (in)ability to engage broader audiences?  

How will new tech interface with existing protocols?  Are new frameworks 
needed?  Is progress worth the upheaval? How to avoid sunk cost fallacy? 

How do we parse reality from the sales pitch? Even if tech fully delivers, how 
practical, versatile and scale-able are its applications for different uses? 

Remote 
Monitoring

Precision 
Forestry

Forest 
Visualization



Remote sensing: monitoring forests from afar 

https://emapr.github.io/LT-GEE/landtrendr.html



Remote sensing: monitoring forests from afar 

Did model 
saturate?

Or did forest 
reach its 

max AGB?  

Rate of 
recovery?

Green-up 
vs grow-up

Lucas Johnson

Time series of annual 30-meter 
aboveground biomass (AGB) maps 
based on Landsat, LIDAR, FIA, LT-GEE 



Excitement

• Robust field inventory data for fusion 
with EO/RS via machine learning

• Long-term continuity in EO platforms 
(Landsat), standardized products (ARD)

• New EO platforms from NASA, ESA 

• Efficient near real-time monitoring 
applications (carbon MRV, forest health)

• Open data & tools like Google Earth 
Engine lower barriers to entry

Skepticism

• Can always can have better training data!

• Signal vs noise issues, error propagation

• Model uncertainty vs application needs

• Change detection tools mostly untested 
across forest biomes and mgmt types**

• Maps ‘hide’ error / uncertainty from viewer; 
few groups assess map accuracy

• Engineering vs ecological mindsets in the 
EO/RS community

Remote sensing: monitoring forests from afar 

Madeleine Desrochers

**



Remote sensing: monitoring forests from afar 

Space-borne LIDAR
(GEDI, ICESat) 

Synthetic 
aperture 
radar (SAR)

Airborne LIDAR 

Hyperspectral 
sensors

Satellite imagery
(Landsat, Sentinel)

Aerial orthoimagery



Precision forestry: a “revolution in the woods”

www.youtube.com/watch?v=wANRdliE1zQ



https://northwestmanagement.com/services/lidar-forestview/

Precision forestry: a “revolution in the woods”



mckinsey.com/industries/paper-forest-products-and-packaging/our-insights/precision-forestry-a-revolution-in-the-woods

Precision forestry: a “revolution in the woods”



Excitement

• UAV are versatile, efficient, can be 
integrated with existing field protocols

• Improved forest inventory at lower cost 

• UAV offer detailed maps/data for 
management decision-support  (BMPs)

• TLS or ground-based LIDAR precisely 
measures tree volumes, forest structure

• No need for allometry (??) 

• Cost of UAV / TLS devices decreasing, 
becoming more accessible to public

Skepticism

• For-profit firms making BIG promises: 
individual results vary, caveat emptor

• Limited scale-ability, cost-prohibitive for 
large landscapes

• Variability / incompatibility among UAV 
platforms, sensors, data procedures, etc. 

• Current forest inventory frameworks (FIA) 
based on allometric models (CRM) 

• Proprietary software needed to process / 
analyze self-collected data 

Precision forestry: a ”revolution in the woods”



Precision forestry: a “revolution in the woods”

UAV-
based 
LIDAR

Terrestrial laser 
scanning (TLS)

UAV-based 
hyperspectral

UAV-
based 
imagery

Integrated 
precision 
forestry 
services 



Virtual worlds: visualizing forests & their benefits







Excitement

• Growing public awareness of forest 
benefits (health, climate)

• Can reach underserved audiences as 
‘on-ramp’ to real forest experiences 

• Virtual demonstration forests convey 
messages to broad audiences

• Game engines yield immersive first-
person experiences at low cost

• Open tools being developed for data-
driven viz that tell complex stories

Skepticism

• No substitute for a walk in the woods (WITW)

• No ‘silver bullet’ for public misconceptions 
about forest ecology and management 

• Two decades of unfulfilled hype around VR; 
will better graphics really change this? 

• Could even more screen time actually 
exacerbate ‘nature deficit disorder’? 

• Significant barriers to entry remain for 
creating visualizations

Virtual worlds: visualizing forests & their benefits

Mike Mahoney

terrainr: An R package for creating immersive virtual

environments

Michael J. Mahoney1, Colin M. Beier2, and Aidan C. Ackerman3

1 Graduate Program in Environmental Science, State University of New York College of

Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, New York, USA 2 Department of Sustainable

Resources Management, State University of New York College of Environmental Science and

Forestry, Syracuse, New York, USA 3 Department of Landscape Architecture, State University of

New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, New York, USADOI:

Software

• Review

• Repository

• Archive

Submitted:

Published:

License

Authorsof papers retain copyright

and release the work under a Cre-

ativeCommonsAttribut ion 4.0 In-

ternational License (CC-BY).

Summary

t er r ai nr

t er r ai nr

t er r ai nr

Statement of Need

t er r ai nr

Mahoney et. al., (2022). terrainr: An R package for creat ing immersive virtual environments. Journal of Open Source Software, (), .

ht tps:/ / doi.org/

1



Virtual worlds: visualizing forests & their benefits

Screen technology 
advances

Fast network 
speeds

3D modeling 
tools improve

Non-gaming uses of 
AR/VR mostly in real 
estate development

AR/VR tools 
emerge for science 
& tech research

Oculus Rift, 
Google 

Cardboard 
early 

adopters

Proliferation of 
AR/VR games

AR/VR seen 
as boutique 
technology

Increase in 
environmental 
modeling tools for 
AR/VR

Project partners begin 
to show interest in 
AR/VR as part of their 
communications



Big questions…
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Our panel

Jarlath O’Neill-Dunne
Director, Spatial Analysis 
Laboratory, UVM;
US Forest Service 
Northern Research Stn

Spatial data science and 
applications, remote 
sensing, unmanned 
aerial systems, GIS 
landscape ecology

Dr. Sara Kuebbing
Director, Applied Science 
Synthesis Program,
The Forest School, 
Yale University

Applied and translational 
ecology, conservation, 
invasion biology, plant 
community and 
ecosystem ecology

Aidan Ackerman
Assistant Professor, 
Department of 
Landscape Architecture,
SUNY ESF

Data-driven environmental 
modeling, landscape 
visualization, simulation 
immersive VR technology, 
landscape design


